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of overlapping spreading centers. A high fracture density in the upper crust of the

caldera could be due to stresses generated in the area of overlap (Macdonald et al.,

1984). No systematic variation in velocity structure along the length of the caldera
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SHALLOW CRUSTAL STRUCTURE OF THE CALDERA OF AXIAL

SEAMOUNT, JUAN DE FUCA RIDGE

INTRODUCTION

In July of 1985 a seismic refraction experiment was carried out on board the

Surveyor, to obtain a velocity profile for the shallow crust of the caldera of Axial

Seamount. In addition, the caldera was surveyed with SEABEAM, sidescan sonar

and bottom photography. All work is part of the VENTS program, an ongoing

multidisciplinary program of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

which aims to understand the impact of hydrothermal vents on the world's oceans.

Hydrothermal vents have been observed in the caldera of Axial Seamount. This report

describes the results of the seismic experiment, which was carried out to gain

understanding of the structure of the crust through which hydrothermal fluids move.

The seismic source was a surface towed airgun, and three Ocean Bottom

Seismometers acted as receivers. One refraction line was shot along the length of the

caldera and divided into five separate airgun sections. Each section was analyzed

using the tau-zeta inversion method (Dorman and Jacobson, 1981), and one of the five

resulting velocity profiles was constrained in more detail by synthetic modeling.

Surface velocities of the caldera floor could be measured directly, because of

smooth bathymetry, absence of sediments, and relatively shallow water depth (about

1560 m). An average surface velocity of 3.05 krnls was found. Seismic velocities of

the caldera crust to a depth of 1.4 km were obtained; the velocities are low,

presumably due to a combination of a thick section of pillow basalts and sheet flows,

and a high porosity. No large magma chamber was observed to a depth of 1.4 km.

The high porosity of the caldera crust is probably due to a high fracture

density. Hammond (pers. comm., 1986) has proposed the caldera ofAxial Seamount

is the site of overlapping spreading centers. The high fracture density in the upper

crust of the caldera could be due to stresses generated in the area of overlap

(Macdonald et al., 1984). Near the caldera floor surface the minimum porosity is

estimated to be 30%, and it is expected to decrease to about 0% at 1.4 km depth. The

high porosity provides a conduit for the hydrothermal fluids, allowing cooling of the

heat source that drives the system.

The following chapters describe the data analysis and interpretation in detail.



TECTONIC SEITING OF AXIAL SEAMOUNT

Axial Seamount is located at 46°N, immediately adjacent to and partly

overlapping the crest of the Juan de Fuca (JDF) ridge. The ridge is bounded on the

north by the Sovanco Fracture Zone and on the south by the Blanco Fracture Zone

(Figure 1). Cobb offset (also referred to as Cobb propagator) is in the northern part of

the ridge and thought to be the site of two overlapping spreading centers (Johnson et

al., 1983). Axial Seamount has a diameter of approximately 22 km and rises about

1100 m above the surrounding seafloor (Hammond and Delaney, 1985).

The JDF ridge system is the northern extension of the East Pacific Rise. It

consists of the Gorda, Juan de Fuca, and Explorer ridge segments, which separate the

large Pacific plate on the west from the small Gorda, Juan de Fuca and Explorer plates

on the east, respectively. Some studies identify the ridge segment between the Cobb

propagator and the Sovanco Fracture Zone with a separate name, the Endeavor ridge

(e. g. Crane et al., 1985). The northern portion of the Explorer ridge consists of

several short ridge segments offset by transform faults. These segments are located

between Deliwood and Tuzo Wilson knolls (Davis and Riddihough, 1982).

The JDF plate is subducting below Oregon, Washington and Vancouver

Island (Figure 1). Present-day subduction rates, perpendicular to the

Washington-Oregon trench, are estimated to range from 40 mm/yr under Washington,

to 20 mmlyr under Oregon (Nishimura et al., 1984). Nishimura et al. calculated these

rates based on present-day pole of rotation positions between the Pacific, Juan de

Fuca, and North America plates. They find a present-day absolute velocity for the

JDF plate of about 15 mm/yr. This velocity is calculated with respect to hotspots,

based on the assumption that hotspots have a fixed location with respect to a mantle

reference frame. An absolute velocity of 15 mm/yr for the JDF plate makes it the

slowest moving of all oceanic plates (Nishimura et aL, 1984).

Subduction of the JDF plate along the Oregon-Washington trench is not well

understood. Earthquake studies show that long-term average rates of subduction

estimated from seismic moments are a factor of 10 lower than rates estimated from

plate models (Hyndman and Weichert, 1983). If the plate models are correct, this

means that currently either aseismic subduction is taking place or a large amount of

elastic strain is accumulating along the Oregon-Washington margin. If the latter is

true, a large earthquake can be expected at some time in the Pacific Northwest region,
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Figure 1. Location map of the Juan de Fuca ridge and surrounding areas. Arrows on

Explorer and Juan de Fuca plates indicate movement relative to North

America plate, triangles are Quatemary volcanoes (modified from

Riddihough et aL, 1983).



filling the seismic gap now present along the Oregon-Washington margin (Heaton and

Kanarnori, 1984).

The JDF plate has undergone a complicated tectonic evolution. Numerous

studies have tried and are still trying to unravel its history, using magnetic anomalies

as the main aid in reconstructing the evolution of the JDF plate.

Magnetic stripes on the seafloor were first discovered in the Northeast Pacific

(Raff and Mason, 1961; Mason and Raff, 1961). This discovery played a major role

in the development of the theory of plate tectonics (Vine and Matthews, 1963; Vine,

1966, 1968). Ironically, this area where magnetic stripes and their importance were

first recognized has turned out to be more complicated than most. The magnetic data

of the Northeast Pacific were assembled (Atwater and Menard, 1970) and

subsequently used in a pioneering study explaining the geology of western North

America in terms of plate motions of the Northeast Pacific region (Atwater, 1970).

The JDF plate is one of the remnants of a large, continuous plate between the

Pacific and North America plates, called the Farallon plate. The Farallon plate

subducted below the North America plate, and started to be fragmented 55 m.y. ago

(McKenzie and Morgan, 1969; Menard, 1978). Subduction of the Farallon plate

caused volcanism along western North America (Henderson et al., 1984).

Subduction of the JDF plate today is believed to be responsible for Cascade

volcanism.

The magnetic anomaly pattern of the JDF plate is very complicated. Some

magnetic lineations are neither parallel to the spreading center nor to the bounding

fracture zones. Oblique offsets in the magnetic stripes are abundant This seems

contrary to the principles of rigid plate tectonics. Asymmetric spreading along the

JDF ridge (Elvers et al., 1973), movements of small plates (Silver, 1971), and rift

propagation (Hey et aL, 1980; Wilson et al.,1984) have all been suggested to explain

the anomaly patterns observed.

Hey and Wilson (1982) have convincingly shown that oblique offsets in the

magnetic anomalies on the JDF plate can be explained using the propagating rift

theory. The offsets that formerly were thought to be a special type of transform fault

have now been termed pseudofaults, because, if Hey and Wilson are correct, no lateral

movement ever took place along the offsets. In their model, pseudofaults represent

past positions of propagating rift tips. Each propagating rift tip forms two

pseudofaults; one on each neighboring plate, which together form a V shape. The

vertex of the V points in the direction of rift propagation and the angle between both



branches of the V depends on the ratio between the spreading rate and propagation

rate. This straightforward idea has been applied to model the last 25 m.y. of evolution

of the Juan de Fuca plate (Hey and Wilson, 1982). The magnetic anomaly pattern

predicted by the model resembles the observed pattern remarkably well.

Detailed studies of the magnetic anomaly patterns have shown that movement

started 15 m.y. ago along the Blanco Fracture Zone (Elvers et al., 1973), and 7 m.y.

ago along the Sovanco Fracture Zone (Riddihough, 1977). Earlier studies did not

recognize more than one plate between the North America and Pacific plates.

Riddihough (1977, 1980) showed that the plate in fact consists of the small Explorer

plate in the north, the Gorda plate in the south and the intermediate sized JDF plate in

the center. Complex fragmentation of the remnant of the Farallon plate is probably the

result of this small plate system being wedged in between the large Pacific and North

America plates. The influence of the larger plates might have caused the Explorer plate

to become independent 4 my. ago and the Gorda plate 3 m.y. ago (Riddihough,

1984). The boundary between the JDF and Explorer plates is the Nootka fault

(Hyndman et al., 1979), but no distinct fault zone has yet been located between the

JDF and Gorda plates (Riddihough, 1980).

Complex interaction between neighboring plates is probably also responsible

for periods of ridge reorientation. Based on the magnetic anomaly pattern of the JDF

plate, Wilson et al. (1984) propose the JDF ridge changed its orientation from due

north to N10°E 8.5 m.y. ago, and from N1O°E to N20°E 5 m.y. ago. The last change

in ridge orientation seems to coincide with the breakoff of the Explorer plate.

Presumably both changes occurred in response to readjustment of stresses in the JDF

plate system; stresses probably largly controlled by the nearby Pacific and North

America plates. The mechanism of ridge reorientation is thought to be one of rift

propagation. The reason for ridge reorientation 8.5 m.y. ago is not known, although

Wilson et al. (1984) suggest it might be associated with the breakoff of the Gorda plate

in the south. This interpretation, however, contradicts Riddihough's (1984) proposed

time of breakoff of the Gorda plate at 3 m. y. ago.

Spreading rates along the JDF ridge have decreased through time from a

half-spreading rate of 37 mm/yr 7 m.y. ago to roughly 31 mm/yr in the last 1 m.y.

(Riddihough, 1977). Modern spreading rates for the JDF ridge are intermediate

between those of fast and slow spreading ridges. Slow spreading ridges usually have

a pronounced axial valley, as does the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, and fast spreading ridges



usually have an elevated crest. An example of this is the East Pacific Rise. The JDF

ridge, being intermediate, displays a combination of both morphologies. Most of the

ridge consists of a broad and gentle rise, except at 46°N, where Axial Seamount

dominates the morphology. Where the JDF ridge intersects the Sovanco Fracture

Zone, axial valleys have developed. In fact, two parallel axial valleys occur here, but

only the western most valley, West Valley, is actively spreading (Davis and Lister,

1977a).

The axial valleys near the Sovanco Fracture Zone are filled with turbidite

sediments from the nearby continental margin (Davis and Uster, 1977a). The

presence of sediments has allowed heat flow studies to be conducted over this part of

the JDF ridge. Estimated temperatures at the sediment-basalt interface are between

100°C and 300°C and the presence of hydrothermal circulation is inferred from local

variations in heat flow (Davis and Lister, 1977b).

At the intersection of the JDF ridge with the Blanco Fracture Zone, high

amplitude magnetic anomalies have been observed (Detrick and Lynn, 1975). The

reason for this is the presence of basalt enriched in Fe and Ti. This enrichment is

caused by extensive crystal fractionation of a normal oceanic tholeiite at shallow depth

(Vogt and Byerly, 1976; Detrick and Lynn, 1975). Initially Vogt and Johnson (1973)

suggested that Fe and Ti enrichment was due to a different source material; the source

material being mantle plume material, responsible for a hotspot at some distance. Vogt

and Byerly (1976) maintain that the proximity of a hotspot is important in generating

basalts enriched in Fe and Ti, but that shallow crystal fractionation is what produces

the anomalous basalts.

The nearest hotspot to the intersection of the JDF ridge and the Blanco

Fracture Zone is Cobb hotspot. This hotspot is responsible for the Cobb-Eickelberg

seamount chain, a linear chain of seamounts located on the Pacific plate. Axial

Seamount, located above or near the hotspot, is the newest addition to the seamount

chain (Hammond and Delaney, 1985). The chain trends in a northwesterly direction,

away from the ridge. Additional seamount chains are present farther north, trending in

the same direction as the Cobb-Eickelberg chain. Barr (1974) identified one of those,

the Heck and Heckle seamount chain as originating at crustal fractures, which in turn

formed as a result of ridge reorientation. This interpretation is based on comparison of

the basalt chemistry of the seamounts and the JDF ridge. She positively identifies the

Cobb-Eickelberg seamount chain as the product of a hotspot.
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interference between Cobb hotspot and spreading along the JDF ridge may be

responsible for an observed westward shift in recent volcanism along the central part

of the JDF ridge (Delaney et al., 1981). The shift occurs between 45.5°N and

46.5°N, which is the section along which Axial Seamount is located. Davis and

Karsten (submitted) propose that the whole JDF ridge is moving westward at a rate of

20 mm/yr perpendicular to the ridge relative to a hotspot reference frame. As it

migrates, it slowly overrides the mantle plume of Cobb hotspot. Seamounts should

start to form on the JDF plate also, as ridge migration continues westward. The latter

might already have begun with the formation of Son of Brown Bear searnount, a small

seamount to the east of Axial Seamount (Davis and Karsten, submitted).

Figure 2 shows the seabeain bathymetry of Axial Seainount and the northern

and southern JDF ridge (courtesy of NOAA). The Blanco Fracture Zone is seen in the

southern portion of the map, perpendicular to the JDF ridge. To the west of Axial

Seamount is Brown Bear Searnount, and to the east Son of Brown Bear. Although

not visible on this map, the caldera of Axial Seamount is rectangular shaped, about 3

by 6 1cm in size, and trends in a northwesterly direction. Figure 3 shows a 10 m

contour seabearn bathymetry map of the caldera (courtesy of NOAA). Maximum relief

along the caldera walls is approximately 80 meters. The caldera floor is very flat,

displaying a gradual shallowing of bathymeiry to the south.

A low temperature hydrothermal vent field in the northern part of the caldera

was first reported by Crane et al. (1985). The vent field is located near the northern

caldera wall, where rift fissures intersect the caldera. Vented water with temperatures

up to 35°C has been measured here (Hannington, 1985). A study of the field with the

use of a submarine discovered three chimneys and numerous new animal species

(Chase et al., 1985). High temperature vent fields have proven to be present along

sections of the southwestern caldera wall (Embley and Hammond, 1985). Figure 4

(courtesy Embley) shows the major morphological features in the caldera of Axial

Seamount. These features were interpreted from sidescan sonar and bottom

photography. Vent field locations are shown, as are cracks and fissures.

Hydrothermal circulation in ocean crust takes place when cold seawater moves

through hot rock (Lister, 1977). The lateral extend of circulation cells can be as much

as 8 km (Williams et al., 1974). When a magma body intrudes oceanic crust, it will

cause the overlying crust to fracture. Anomalously hot rock below the cracked crust is
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Figure 2. Seabeam bathymetry of Axial Seamount and the northern and southern Juan

de Fuca ridge. Contour interval is 200 meters (courtesy NOAA).



Figure 3. Seabearn bathymetry of the caldera of Axial Seainount. Contour interval is

10 meters (courtesy NOAA).
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Figure 4. Major morphological features in the caldera of Axial Seamount (courtesy

Embley). Numbered stars refer to Ocean Bottom Seismometer positions.
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responsible for a steeper temperature gradient through the crust, which enhances the

vigor of hydrothermal circulation. Heated seawater exits through the cracks to form

hydrothermal vents (Crane and Ballard, 1980). The process continues until the

intrusion has cooled or until the cracks are sealed with secondary minerals. It is this

type of process that is most likely responsible for the venting in the caldera of Axial

Seamount.

Areas along the caldera walls are zones of structural weakness. Fracturing is

probably extensive here and conduits for water circulation are present. Water will also

circulate through any fissures present in the caldera floor. Occurrence of venting

implies hot rock must be present below the caldera. This can be in the form of a

magma chamber, or recent volcanic intrusions.

This study investigates the seismic structure of the upper crust of the caldera.

Short refraction lines were shot across the caldera and interpreted. No magma

chamber was observed to depths sampled in this study (about 1.4 kin), but it is

possible a magma chamber is present at larger depths. A detailed velocity profile for

the upper crust was generated, which can provide information about the depth of

fracturing of the upper crust.

The caldera of Axial Seamount is well suited for a seismic refraction

experiment with the objective of unraveling the shallow crustal structure. The water

depth is shallow here compared to average ocean depths (about 1560 m), the caldera

floor has virtually no relief, and no sediments are present on the caldera floor. All

three factors enable a detailed analysis of layer 2A; the upper part of the oceanic crust

(Houtz and Ewing, 1976). The following chapters will report on the

fmdings of the shallow crustal structure of Axial Seamount.
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DATA ACQUISiTION

In July of 1985 the caldera of Axial Seamount was investigated with the use

of NOAA ship Surveyor. A previous research party had set up a network of three

transponders, covering the caldera of Axial Seamount; our party added a fourth. The

navigation system ATNAV II was used to determine ship positions during scientific

experiments.

The caldera of Axial Seamount was extensively mapped using SEABEAM and

sidescan sonar SEAMARC 1A. Numerous camera runs were made, using both

video and still photography. Between mapping efforts and camera runs, Ocean

Bottom Seismometers (OBS) and a Sea Floor Hydrophone (SFH) were deployed,

both to listen for vent related seismicity and to record refraction lines shot across the

caldera. This report will cover the analysis of the airgun refraction lines. The analysis

of microseismicity is being reported by Jacobson et al. (submitted).

Three OBS's were successfully deployed; two analog instruments, no. 14

and 3, and one digital instrument, no. 20. Figure 5 shows the positions of the

instruments in the caldera. Each instrument was equipped with a vertical and

unoriented horizontal geophone, and a hydrophone. Instrument 20 had a second

horizontal geophone; oriented perpendicular to the first The resonance frequency

of the geophones is 4.5 Hz. Ground motion sensed by the geophones and a pressure

differential in the water column sensed by the hydrophone is recorded by the

instruments on magnetic tape. The recording is analog for instruments 14 and 3, and

digital for instrument 20.

A 1000 cubic inch airgun with a firing pressure of 2000 psi was used for four

refraction lines across Axial Caldera. The first two refraction lines, lines 1 and 2,

were duplicated and labeled 3 and 5 respectively. Figure 5 shows the position of line

3. Line 5 (not shown in Fig. 5) is a short line almost perpendicular to line 3, starting

west of the caldera and ending in the center. It is not shown, because it is too short to

warrant analysis. Lines 1 and 2 were redone, because an electrical short occurred

during the shooting of line 1. As a result, no accurate origin times are known for line

1. Figure 5 does not show the positions of lines 1 and 2, as these are nearly identical

to lines 3 and 5. The average shot spacing was 112 meters for all four lines, although

the shot spacing of line 1 was rather irregular because of the electrical problem during

the shooting.

Recording events digitally takes far more magnetic tape than recording the
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Figure 5. Positions of Ocean Bottom Seismometers and airgun line 3. Stars

mark OBS's and corresponding labels refer to instrument numbers.
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same events in analog fashion. To conserve tape, the digital instrument event triggers,

and time windows for airgun runs are pre-programmed. Recording is continuous for

the analog instruments. Before all airgun runs were completed the digital instrument

had used all its available tape, because it triggered on so many events. As a result,

instrument 20 missed all but airgun line 1. Line 1 was shot outside a pre-programmed

time window on instrument 20. The instrument therefore event triggered on every

other shot instead. The resulting average shot spacing is about 240 m for line 1 as

recorded by instrument 20.

Normally, all data from line 1 would be unusable because of the uncertain

shot origin times. The recording of this line by instrument 20, however, can be used

because of the superior recording quality of digital instrument 20 over analog

instruments 14 and 3. The frequency response of a digital recording is relatively flat

between 4 and 60 Hz, and between 5 and 20 Hz of an analog recording. Outside these

relatively flat response windows, the frequency response drops off sharply. The

dynamic range of a digital recording is far greater than of an analog one. As a result,

water wave arrivals are clipped at a much higher level than for analog recordings. The

amplitudes of water waves are far greater than those of either refractions and their coda

or noise, and the picking of water wave arrivals is thus greatly facilitated.

Accurate arrival times for the water wave can be obtained at all ranges for

instrument 20 and shot ranges axe known from the transponder navigation. Both

features can be used to fmd origin times for the shots of airgun line 1. The next

chapter will discuss in detail the method used to obtain the origin times.

The data used in this study to obtain velocity profiles are the vertical channel

recordings of line 3 by instruments 14 and 3 and the hydrophone channel recording of

line I by instrument 20. The next chapter discusses the methods used to analyze this

data.
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DATA ANALYSiS

This chapter describes all data reduction steps applied to the airgun data. The

flowchart in Figure 6 may be helpful for reference as each data reduction step is

explained in detail in the text.

Data recorded on magnetic tapes by the analog OBS's were amplified, and

filtered from 0.5 to 30 Hz. These data were then digitized at 100 samples per second

and stored in ROSE format (LaTraille and Dorman, 1983) on 9-track tapes. Only

direct transfer into ROSE format was necessary for the digital data tape of instrument

20. ROSE format is a data recording format that was established for the Rivera Ocean

Seismic Experiment (e.g. Ewing and Meyer, 1982), with the purpose of fascillitating

data exchange between scientific investigators.

Before launch and after recovery of an OBS the clock inside the instrument

was calibrated against WWV standard time. The clock drift was assumed to be linear

for each instrument. The times on all ROSE format tapes were then corrected to WWV

standard time. During data analysis it became apparent that the clock drift for

instrument 14 could not have been linear. During airgun line 3, at the point of closest

approach to instrument 14, a traveltime for the direct water wave was obtained that

was far too small considering the depth of the instrument and the velocity structure of

the water column. Inspection of the time record showed a jump in the OBS clock at

launch. This time jump has been allowed for in the time corrections.

Reduced record sections were generated from data on the ROSE tapes. A

reducing velocity of 5.4 km/s was used. Figures 7 through 11 show these record

sections, which are used to generate a velocity profile for the shallow crust in the

caldera of Axial Volcano. Each record section is labeled according to its instrument

number, airgun line number, and position of the airgun line with respect to the

instrument. For example, 14-3S stands for a record section recorded by instrument

14, consisting of that portion of airgun line 3 to the south of instrument 14. For

instrument 3 and 14 only data from the vertical channels is shown, while for

instrument 20 only hydrophone data is shown. The vertical channel of instrument 20

was difficult to play back.

The direct waterwave (labeled D) is clearly visible on all sections, as is the

refracted compressional wave (labeled P). No converted shear waves, nor prominent

reflectors are observed in any of the record sections. Record sections of data from the

horizontal channels (not shown) did not display any shear waves either. Figure 11
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Figure 6. flowchart displaying all data reduction steps.
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Figure 7. Reduced record section (vertical channel) for profile 14-3N. Reducing

velocity is 5.4 kmls. Gain is constant for all traces. Bathymetry is

displayed below the record section.
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Figure 8. Reduced record section (vertical channel) for profile 14-3S. Reducing

velocity is 5.4 km/s. Gain is constant for all traces. Bathymetry is

displayed below the record section.
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Figure 9. Reduced record section (vertical channel) for profile 3-3N. Reducing

velocity is 5.4 km/s. Gain is constant for all traces. Bathymetry is

displayed below the record section.
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Figure 10. Reduced record section (vertical channel) for profile 3-3S. Reducing

velocity is 5.4 km/s. Gain is constant for all traces. Bathymetiy is

displayed below the record section.
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Figure 11. Reduced record section (hydrophone channel) for profile 20- iN.

Reducing velocity is 5.4 km/s. Gain is constant for all traces. Bathymetry

is displayed below the record section.
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illustrates the high frequency content of the recording by instrument 20, which is due

to its broad recording bandwidth. The plots do not illustrate the large dynamic range

of instrument 20, because signals were clipped to generate the plot.

Using the record sections as a guide, travel times were picked using a

graphics terminal which displays individual seismograms. Only refracted arrivals

were picked for instruments 3 and 14, and both refracted and water wave arrivals for

instrument 20. In refraction seismology, ranges between source and receiver are

normally found indirectly. Ranges are found by tracing rays through the water column

to match travel times of the direct and later arriving water wave phases. The velocity

stucture of the water column is obtained from hydrocast data. Finding ranges between

source and receiver works well using this method, if the velocity structure used for the

water column is correct, and if arrivals of water wave phases can be picked accurately.

The latter often poses a problem, especially if analog records are involved. In this

experiment there was no need to find ranges between source and receiver by this

method. Instead, transponder navigation was used to obtain ranges.

Travel times and ranges were found by the above methods for instruments 3

and 14. Resultant travel time data points are plotted in Figures 12 through 15 and

labeled "uncorrected data". Because exact origin times for airgun line 1 were not

known, additional work was required to obtain travel time data points for instrument

20.

Data recorded by instrument 20 was recorded digitally which made picking

water wave phases easy. At times a fourth water wave athval could clearly be seen.

Assuming that the estimated shot origin times were not too far off, ranges between

shots and the instrument were obtained using the transponder navigation. Using the

ray tracing technique described earlier, and knowing the arrival times of water wave

phases, the shot origin times were solved for iteratively. Origin times thus obtained

were then used with the navigation to fmd improved shot positions. Most shots

changed position by only a few tens of meters. Once origin times had been iteratively

found for line 1, travel times for the refracted arrivals were calculated. The resulting

travel time data points are seen in Figure 16, and labeled "uncorrected data".

The topography of the caldera of Axial Seamount shallows smoothly inside

the caldera from a depth of 1590 meters along the northern caldera wall to 1540 meters

near the southern extension of the caldera (Fig. 3). This shallowing occurs gradually

over about 6 km. Relief in the caldera is minimal, except along the walls, where a

maximum relief of 80 meters is observed. Because of this, no topographic corrections
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were applied to the data before data analysis. Instead, water path corrections (Purdy,

1982a) were applied.

The objective of the water path corrections is to remove the effect of the water

column; travel times and ranges are corrected to the point of ray entry into the rocks

below the water column. To apply the method, curves need to be fit to the travel time

data to obtain an estimate of the slowness of each recorded ray. The slowness is the

slope of the curve through points on the travel time plot. Determination of the slope is

tricky and rather subjective. In areas of rough topography, topographic corrections

would need to be applied to the travel time data first, before determination of the slopes

could be attempted. Because of smooth topography in this study area, however,

curves were fit directly to the uncorrected data.

Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16 show a sharp bend in the uncorrected travel time

curve, at a range of about 3 km. Beyond the bend, the travel time curve appears to be

a straight line. To find the slopes of these uncorrected data a second order polynomial

was fit through all data points from before the bend until about 1 km beyond. All data

points starting at the bend, out to larger ranges were fit by a straight line. This caused

overlap of curves near the bend, and later it was decided which portions of the curves

resembled the data best. Those portions of the curves used to determine the ray

parameter at each data point are shown in Figures 13, 14 15 and 16 and are labeled

"uncorrected data". The arrows point to where breaks between the first and second

order polynomials were chosen. This method of curve fitting tends to smooth the

bend in the travel time curve. The record section north of instrument 14 (Fig. 12) does

not show a clear bend in the uncorrected travel time data. This data set was fit by a

second order polynomial. Root-mean-square (mis) errors associated with each of the

fit curves are shown in the figures. Slopes of the curves give the slowness p at each

data point, which in turn consists of an uncorrected range and travel time.

Ray tracing through the water column was used to apply the water path

corrections. The water column structure used all through this experiment is one

obtained in the southern Juan de Fuca area, 143 km farther to the south, for a similar

experiment carried out one month after completion of the fieldwork of this study. An

XBT (expendable bathythermograph) taken during the fieldwork for this experiment

was checked against the upper water column temperature profile of the southern Juan

de Fuca area. Both profiles agreed well. Since water column temperatures, and thus

sound velocity, are relatively constant at larger depths in the ocean, the sound velocity

data from the southern Juan de Fuca area could be used in the data analysis of this
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experiment.

A computer program was used to perform the ray tracing to correct the travel

time data. The water depth below the shot was used as an initial estimate for the depth

of ray entry into the rocks. As a correction in the range was obtained, a better estimate

of the bathymetry at the corrected range was selected. This process was iterated until

the range correction remained constant The travel time correction and range correction

obtained at that time were then used to subtract the effect of the water column from the

uncorrected data. The resulting data points are shown in Figures 12 through and 16

and are labeled "corrected data".

The bathymetry used in the data reduction was obtained from SEABEAM

records. SEABEAM is a multibeam echo-sounding system, mounted on the hull of

the ship (e.g. Davis et aL, 1985). The system charts swaths of bathymetry, whose

width depends on the water depth. In this study an average swath width was

approximately 800 meters. During bathymetric charting, data is permanently recorded

on magnetic tape on board ship, while simultaneouly paper records with 10 meter

contour intervals are produced. Bathymetry along the refraction lines was obtained

from the paper records. If, during an airgun shooting run, a ship track is perfectly

straight, no extreme topographic features are nearby, and the ship passes directly over

the instrument, all points of ray entry into the rock will lie precisely along the ship

track. In reality neither can ever be achieved. This means that error is introduced

when bathymetry along the ship track is used to determine the bathymetry at a ray

entry point. The magnitude of the error depends on how rough the topography is, and

how far from a perfect geometry refraction profile the experiment deviates. In this

study the bathymetry is very smooth and it is estimated that an error of less than 3 m is

introduced using the method described. This corresponds to an error of 0.002 s in the

water path correction, which is negligibly small. Ideally, however, when SEABEAM

bathymetry is available full use should be made of its 2-dimensional coverage.

After a cruise, bathymetric swaths recorded by SEABEAM are assembled into

a map. Figure 3 (courtesy NOAA) is an example of such a map. Once a map has been

made, it would need to be digitized and gridded to be of full use to a seismologist At

the time of this data analysis no such digitized map was available yet for the caldera of

Axial. The bathymetry is so smooth in this area, however, that the omission of the

2-dimensional data is no great loss. In future experiments, however, if topography

were rough, digitized 2-dimensional bathymetry would be of importance to a

seismologist.
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The data points in Figures 12 through 16 have been water path corrected. At

this point the data can actually be used in inversion procedures, to obtain a velocity

depth function for each profile. Because no topographic corrections have been applied

to the data set, the resulting velocities will represent velocity contours, parallel to the

bottom topography.

The inversion procedure selected for this study is the tau-zeta inversion

method (Dorman and Jacobson, 1981). This method models the earth's crust as a set

of layers with constant velocity gradient, and thus allows velocity to vary continuously

with depth. Early seismology used to model the crust as a set of laterally

homogeneous layers with constant velocities (e.g. Ewing, 1963). Introduction of

amplitude and waveform modeling, however, has shown this to be too simplified a

picture of the earth's crust (Kennett and Orcutt, 1976).

The tau-zeta inversion method reparametrizes traveltime T(X) and range X,

into T(p) and X(p), where p is the slowness at (X,T(X)). X and T(X) are dependent

data points. This dependence is eliminated by rotating the data points into a new

coordinate system, where the independent coordinates are t(p)=T(p)-pX(p) and

ç(p)=T(p)+pX(p). Coordinate t(p) has physical meaning and is the delay time

(Johnson and Gilbert, 1972), while (p) is a newly introduced variable (Dorman and

Jacobson, 1981). By having chosen p as the independent variable, the inversion for

the velocity depth function becomes a linear one. Each slowness p for a particular ray

equals the inverse of the velocity at the depth where the ray turns. The tau-zeta

inversion method assumes layers of constant velocity gradients with chosen bounding

velocities. The inversion solves for the velocity gradients. The depths of the layer

boundaries are obtained by integration of the gradients. Since the velocities at the layer

boundaries are already known, a velocity depth function has now been found.

An important weakness of the above method is the determination of slowness

p. The values of p are determined by the slopes of curves fit through the corrected

data points. It is clear that the decision of what type of curve to fit through the data is a

rather subjective one.

Figures 12 through 16 show the corrected X,T data points through which

curves are fit to fmd the slowness at each data point. Figures 13, 14 and 16 show a

bend in the corrected travel time data. Again, in the same manner as for the

uncorrected data, a first and second order polynomial were fit through the corrected



data. As before, arrows point to where the break between the two polynomials was

chosen. No bends were observed in the corrected travel time data of Figures 12 and

15; each corrected data set was fit with a second order polynomial. Figures 12

through 16 show those portions of the curves actually used to determine slowness p at

each corrected data point, and mis errors are shown in the graphs.

One notable difference in the curve fitting between uncorrected and corrected

data is that for the corrected data the left-most curve has been constrained to go

through (0,0). The justification for this constraint is that the refracted wave is

observed to be tangent to the water wave curve. At the point of tangency the refracted

arrival represents a ray that turned at an extremely shallow depth. As a result no

hidden layers are present and it can be assumed that a refraction at zero range would

have zero travel time. Having found the slowness this way, the data can be

repararnetrized and inverted using the tau-zeta inversion method.

The tau-zeta inversion method has been tested using a synthetic data set (Bee

and Jacobson, 1984). The conclusion of this test was that constrained models give

best results. Constrained models in this case means that the velocities of layer bounds

take on values of the observed inverse slowness (p) of the refracted wave. In addition

they decided that solving for as many layers as one has data points (even determined

model) is a satisfactory compromise between model resolution and solution variance.

The corrected data shown in figures 12 through 16 have been inverted using the

tau-zeta inversion method, using an even determined, constrained model. The results

are reported on in the next chapter.
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RESULTS

Inverse model

Corrected travel time data points were inverted using the tau-zeta inversion

method (Dorman and Jacobson, 1981). Each travel time curve results in a velocity and

velocity gradient profile through the upper oceanic crust. Figure 17 displays the

resulting five velocity profiles and Figure 18 the corresponding velocity gradient

profiles. The labeling of the profiles is identical to that of the travel time curves in the

previous chapter.

The average of the surface velocities found for the five profiles is 3.05 kmls.

The minimum surface velocity found is 2.8 km/s for profile 20-iN and the maximum

3.4 km/s for profile 3-3S. In this study, where the refracted wave is tangent to the

direct water wave, the rock surface has actually been sampled by a turning ray, and the

surface velocities are solved for directly. In most seismic studies, which take place in

much deeper water, surface velocities are estimated and the upper part of velocity

profiles is interpolated. No such interpolation was necessary here. A velocity of 5.5

km/s was reached at a depth of 910 m for profile 3-3N, 1010 m for 20-iN, 1090 m

for 14-3S, 1110 m for 14-3N, and 1140 m for 3-3S. This is a typical velocity for a

massive basalt (Schreibner and Fox, 1976).

The maximum depth sampled is 1180 m, which is sampled by profile 14-3N.

Three of the velocity profiles, 20-iN, 3-3N, and 14-3S show breaks in the velocity

profiles between depths of about 600 and 800 m. These breaks are a direct result from

modeling the travel time curve by 2 different order polynomials, which was required

by the sharp bend in the travel time curve. The travel time curves modeled with only a

second order polynomial (3-3 S and 14-3N) display a gradual increase in velocity. The

velocity gradient profiles shown in Figure 18, show sudden increases corresponding

to breaks in the velocity profiles in Figure 17. The next section will illustrate how

synthetic seismograms can be used to determine if breaks in the velocity profiles are

required, and if they are, how sharp and at what depths they occur.

In the previous section three of the travel time curves were partially modeled

by a first order polynomial, because the first arrivals were interpreted to represent a

headwave. To fmd the velocity of the boundary along which the headwave propagates

only one of the data points along the straight line is used in the tau-zeta inversion. The

data point used is the first data point along the first order polynomial fit following the
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Figure 18. Velocity gradient profiles resulting from tau-zeta inversion of travel time

data. Labels in the graphs refer to the airgun sections used to obtain each

velocity gradient profile.
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last data point used along the second order polynomial fit. This means that of the

corrected travel time curves fit by two polynomials, only data at limited ranges are

used. Figure 19 shows to which range data points were used for the velocity

inversion of each of data set.

Overlap between airgun sections 20-iN and 14-3S, and 20-iN and 3-3N is

about 2 km, while sections 14-3N and 3-3S show no overlap. Overlap causes some

redundant sampling of parts of the upper oceanic crust, as illustrated by Figure 20.

Between sections 20-iN and 14-3S the overlap is too limited to have a reversed

profile. The more overlap among neighboring airgun sections, the more the resulting

velocity profiles will be averages of each other, and the smoother the transition from

one velocity profile to the next.

Instruments 14,3 and 20 axe not located precisely below airgun lines I and 3.

This means that the velocity profiles do not sample vertical slices of oceanic crust

exactly under line 3. The velocity structure sampled, however, is only at most a

perpendicular distance of875 m away from line 3. To obtain some idea of the lateral

variation in crustal velocities, all five velocity profiles have been projected onto a

hypothetical cross-section below line 3. Figure 21 is the result of this projection.

Care must be taken not to over-interpret this cross-section. The cross-section suggests

that a deepening of low velocities occurs from the south of the caldera up to the caldera

wall in the north, where velocities increase again. This interpretation, however, is at

the limit of the resolution of the data.

Seismic techniques can resolve structural detail larger than or equal to one

wavelength (Spudich and Orcutt, 1980). It is estimated that the maximum resolution

in this study is 150 m near the top of the velocity profile, and decreases to 500 m near

the bottom. Resolution decreases at depth, because seismic velocities are larger there

and high frequency seismic waves have been attenuated.

The velocity profiles and velocity gradient profiles in Figures 17 and 18,

respectively, do not show confidence limits. In order to calculate confidence limits,

the standard deviations for the input parameters of the tau-zeta inversion have to be

known. While it is possible to estimate the standard deviation for range X and

traveltime T, it is not possible to evaluate the standard deviation of slowness p. At
each data point along the travel time curve, slowness p is found from the slope of the

curve fit through the travel time data. Since the curve fitting is a subjective process,

rules of statistics for random data can no longer be applied, and no standard deviation
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for p can be found. Even though confidence limits can not be calculated for the

velocity profile, some idea of the accuracy of the results can be obtained.

For both instruments 14 and 3, airgun sections were analyzed at opposite

sides of the instruments. The maximum difference in surface velocity found from a

pair of airgun sections for one instrument was 0.2 km/s. Theoretically, the difference

should have been 0 km/s, because two airgun sections on opposite sides of an

instrument sample the same oceanic crust at zero range. The true surface velocity is

most likely between the two values found. This leads to the conclusion that for the

upper part of the velocity profiles, velocities are probably reliable to within 0.2 km/s.

At depth the velocities are somewhat less reliable, because of poorer resolution there.

Forward model

Synthetic seismograms have been generated to refme the velocity structure of

the shallow crust and to deduce seismic properties of rocks at depths greater than those

resolved by the velocity inversion technique. Two different methods were used to

generate the synthetics: the WKBJ method developed by Chapman (1978), and the

reflectivity method originally developed by Fuchs and MUller (1971). The version of

the reflectivity program used in this study results from modifications by Kennett

(1974), Orcutt et al. (1976), and Spudich and Orcutt (1980). Both reflectivity and

WKBJ synthetic modeling have the objective of generating seismograms that resemble

the data as closely as possible, both in travel time and amplitude variation.

An important difference between the reflectivity and WKBJ modeling

techniques is that reflectivity models the full wave form, while WKBJ only models

selected phases. Advantages of the WKBJ method are that contributions to the total

wave form for particular phases can be evaluated and the method requires far less

computation time than the reflectivity method. In addition, the WKBJ method

generates seismograms for which spectral energies can be calculated, because the

program keeps track of actual amplitudes. Spectral energies of the synthetics can then

be compared to those of the data, allowing a quantitative evaluation of the goodness of

fit of the synthetic model. With the version of the reflectivity program available in this

study, only relative energy levels can be calculated for the synthetic seismograms. As

a result, seismograms generated using the reflectivity method can only be compared

with the data qualitatively. Both synthetic seismogram modeling techniques assume



lateral homogeneity. Focussing and defocussing of energy that undoubtedly occurs in

the data because of heterogeneities in the crust can not be modeled with the synthetics

methods described.

Seismic profile 14-3S (Fig. 8) is the longest profile used in this study; it

extends to a range of 11 km. This profile has been modeled with both forward

modeling techniques described above. In the inverse modeling of profile 14-3S, first

arrival data at ranges larger than about 3 km have been interpreted to result from a

headwave. If this assumption is correct, profile 14-3S only samples to the depth

where the interface occurs along which the headwave propagates. According to the

tau-zeta travel time inversion of profile 14-3S this depth occurs at 1.1 km. It is more

likely that the travel time curve beyond about 3 km possesses a slight degree of

curvature, and in fact does not represent a headwave. In this case the travel time data

of profile 14-3S at larger ranges represent turning rays that have sampled deeper than

1.1 km. Thus, if the travel time curve at larger ranges possesses some degree of

curvature, the velocity structure of the oceanic crust is modeled best using a long

record section.

Profile l4-3S has been modeled with the WKBJ method for different velocity

models. The phases modeled axe the direct P-wave and the P-wave reflected off the

air/water interface. The initial velocity models used to generate synthetic seismograms

closely resembled the velocity profile obtained from the tau-zeta inversion of travel

time data for section 14-3S (Fig. 17). Different velocity gradients in the transition

zone between depths of about 770 and 1100 meters and below a depth of 1100 meters

were modeled. None of the velocity models closely based on the results of the tau-zeta

inversion gave satisfactory results. Figure 22 shows velocity model 3, which gave the

best of the unsatisfactory results. Velocity model 3 is identical to the results of the

tau-zeta inversion of section 14-3S to a depth of 1.1 km (indicated by the star).

Below this depth the velocity model is the result of trial and error. Figure 23 compares

the data with the results of the WKBJ synthetics generated with model 3. Travel times

that have been water path corrected (Purdy, 1982) are shown in Figure 23a and

spectral energy levels of the refractions in Figure 23b.

Energy levels axe calculated in decibel (db), according to the formula

20log10A/A0. A is the amplitude of a particular frequency inside a sampling interval

and A0 is a reference amplitude, in this case equal to 1 cm. In this study energies have

been calculated in the frequency band between 5 and 20 Hz. The time windows over
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which the calculations take place linearly increase from 0.07 s at 1.6 km to 0.25 s at

2.7 km. Beyond this range the window lengths are kept constant at 0.25 s. Energy

calculations start at the time the first refracted arrival is observed. A linearly increasing

window length at small ranges is required to ensure that energy from the water wave is

not included in the calculation.

Inspection of Figure 23 shows that the travel times of the synthetics fit the

data well to a range of about 3 km. This is not surprising, because the portion of the

velocity model in which rays emergent within this range turn is a result of the tau-zeta

inversion of the travel time data out to a range of about 3 km. Energy levels out to a

range of about 41cm, however, appear too high by at least 10 db. This represents

more than a factor 3 difference in amplitude. WKBJ synthetic modeling does not

consider attenuation, and the higher energy levels in the synthetic seismograms could

perhaps be attributed to this. If this is the case, however, energy levels at a range

greater than 4 km should also be consistently higher than those of the data. Using a

velocity model closely resembling the results of the tau-zeta inversion, it proved

impossible to generate a velocity profile that could raise the energy levels beyond a

range of 4 km and fit the travel time curve at ranges beyond 3 km. A high gradient in

the velocity profile below a depth of 1.1 km is required to achieve higher energy levels

in the synthetics at larger ranges, which would increase the curvature in the synthetic

travel time curve at larger ranges even more than is already present (Fig. 23 a). As

Figure 23 represents the best of the bad models, a different modeling approach was

used to try to obtain better results.

Two velocity models were formed with a surface velocity of 3.05 km/s,

which is the average surface velocities of all five profiles in this study. The velocity

gradients in the upper portions of the models were decreased compared to those of

model 3. This measure was required to bring down and smear out the energy peak

generated by model 3 at small ranges (Fig. 23b). Figure 22 shows the new velocity

models, which are labeled model 1 and model 2. Both models 1 and 2 are the result of

trial and error modeling, and both come close to giving satisfactory results for different

reasons.

Figure 24 compares the water path corrected travel times and energy levels of

the data to the WKBJ synthetic results of model 1. Figure 25 compares the data to the

WKBJ results of model 2. As illustrated by Figure 24, the energy levels for model 1

fit those of the data very well. The levels are consistently high by an average of 5 db,

which can easily be explained by attenuation. There are problems, however, with the
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travel times generated by model 1. Individual travel times generated by model 1 are

not too different from the observed values, but the synthetic travel time curve has too

much curvature. Thus model 1 appears a good fit based on energy considerations, but

a mediocre one based on travel time considerations. The opposite is true for WKBJ

results of model 2. Figure 25 illustrates how synthetic travel times generated with

model 2 give a near perfect fit with the data, but synthetic energy levels at larger ranges

are too low compared to those at small ranges. Thus model 2 appears a good fit based

on travel time considerations, but a mediocre one based on energy considerations.

To a depth of about 1.4 km the velocity profile of model 1 resembles that of

model 2 closely (Fig. 22). Both models have as main differences with the shallow

portion of model 3 (i.e. the result of the tau-zeta inversion) lower velocity gradients,

and no evidence of a transition zone with rapid velocity increase (between about 770

and 1100 meters). The lower velocity gradients cause a better fit of energy levels for

models 1 and 2 than for model 3, and the travel times at short range give comparible

result for all three models. Based on these results, to a depth of about 1.4 km both

models 1 and 2 are suitable as a fmal velocity profile for airgun section 14-3S. Below

a depth of about 1.4 km the velocity profiles become poorly constrained. Model 1 is

unlikely at larger depths, because mantle velocities (>8kmls) are typically observed at

depths larger than 4.5 to 6 km (Fox and Stroup, 1981), instead of at a depth of 3.5 km

as in model 1. Below about 1.4 km. model 2 is a realistic model, while model 1 is

not. As described above, model 2 generates a good fit to the travel time data, and

model 1 to the energy data. Travel time data are better constrained than energy data.

All these factors lead to a choice of model 2 as the best fitting velocity profile for

airgun section 14-3S.

In the remainder of this report, the best fitting velocity model for airgun

section 14-3S is assumed to be model 2. As indicated by Figure 17, the velocity

model for section 14-3S produced by the travel time inversion forms a lower bound

for all five velocity profiles. Consequently, model 2 will also be regarded as a lower

bound for the best fitting velocity profiles, as synthetic modeling has only been

performed on section l4-3S. Table 1 displays the velocities and velocity gradients as a

function of depth for model 2.

The WKBJ synthetics method only models selected phases. To check

whether no important phases have been omitted, reflectivity synthetics have been

generated for velocity model 2. Figure 26 displays record sections generated with

velocity model 2, using the reflectivity and WKBJ techniques. No shear waves were
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Table 1. Velocities and velocity gradients as a function of depth for synthetic model 2.
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Figure 26. Reflectivity and WKBJ synthetic record sections for velocity model 2.
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modeled with the WKBJ method, as these were not observed in the data. The record

section generated with the reflectivity method shows no shear waves, because the

range of integration over phase velocities did not include S-wave velocities. No

obvious differences appear between both synthetic record sections. The reflectivity

record section has some high amplitude arrivals at short range, which represent bottom

reflections. These phases were not modeled with the WKBJ method. Seismograms in

the reflectivity record section at a range less than 1 km were notincluded in Figure 26,

because numerical noise occurred in those seismograms.

Both record sections agree well, and it is concluded that the choice of velocity

model 2 based on the results of WKBJ synthetics is justified. Velocity model 2 forms

the best fitting model for airgun section 14-3S, and is believed to form the lower

bound of the velocity structure of the shallow crust of the caldera of Axial Seamount.
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DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

Petrological interpretation of results

Early refraction seismology divided the oceanic crust into three layers of

constant velocity (e.g. Raitt, 1963). These were layer 1, with an average

compressional velocity of 2 kin/s and varying thickness, layer 2 (oceanic basement),

with an average velocity of 5 km/s and average thickness of 1.8 1cm, and layer 3

(oceanic layer), with an average velocity of 6.7 krnls and average thickness of 4.9 km.

Below layer 3 is layer 4, which represents part of the upper mantle and has a

compressional velocity larger than 8 km/s. As seismic techniques improved, layer 2

was subdivided into layers 2A, 2B and 2C, and layer 3 into layers 3A and 3B

(Harrison and Bonatti, 1981 and references therein, Fox and Stroup, 1981 and

references therein).

Petrological interpretations of the seismic layers were initially limited to the

upper crust. Only the upper crust was sampled in the form of rocks dredged from the

ocean floor and drilling of the ocean floor during the Deep Sea Drilling Project

(DSDP). Recognition of ophiolites as sections of obducted oceanic crust has allowed

a petrologic interpretation for the whole oceanic crust.

Figure 27 (modified from Fox and Stroup, 1981) shows a cross-section of an

idealized ophiolite sequence. Layer 1 consists of sediments, overlying pillow basalts

and intercalated sediments of layer 2A. Layer 2B is a transition zone between pillow

basalts of layer 2A and sheeted dikes, which represent layer 2C. Layer 3A consists of

gabbroic rocks, underlain by layer 3B, which consists of interbedded cumulate mafics

and ultramafics.

Making the connection between ophiolites and the seismic structure of the

oceanic crust is not without complication. Ophiolites are sampled by taking hand

specimens, of which the petrology and physical properties are determined in the

laboratory. The oceanic crust is sampled seismically, with a maximum resolution of

about 100 meters. Matching the results of two such different sampling techniques is a

problem, with the result that there is no absolute certainty that ophiolites are indeed

slivers of obducted oceanic crust. Most studies, however, support the idea that

ophiolites do represent oceanic crust.

Salisbury and Christensen (1978) measured P-wave and S-wave velocities of

rock samples from different horizons in the Bay of Islands (Newfoundland) ophiolite
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complex. The measurements were performed in a laboratory under confining

pressures and water saturation levels believed appropriate if the rocks are

representative of oceanic crust. The resulting seismic velocity structure for the

complex resembles the velocity structure found for the oceanic crust. To date, seismic

refraction studies of the oceanic crust have not contradicted those findings (e. g.

Spudich et al., 1978; Bee, 1984).

Kempner and Getirust (1982a and 1982b) have generated synthetic

seismograms using the velocity data generated from laboratory samples for the Bay of

Islands and Samail (Oman) ophiolites. The synthetics found resemble closely record

sections normally obtained in oceanic refraction experiments. The ultimate test as to

whether ophiolites really do represent ocean crust is to drill through the oceanic crust,

to depths below layer 3B. To date, the deepest hole drilled is DSDP hole 504B, which

penetrates more than 1 km of layer 2 of the oceanic crust (Anderson et al.,1982;

Becker et al., 1982). The hole is located 201 km south of the Costa Rica Rift in 6.2

my old crust. Rocks sampled in hole 504B appear to resemble upper sections of

ophiolites well. Based on all presently known evidence, it seems reasonable to

identify ophiolites as slivers of obducted oceanic crust. A petrological interpretation of

seismic layers 1,2 and 3 is therefore justified.

Modem seismology describes the oceanic crust in terms of layers with

constant velocity gradients instead of layers with constant velocities. This report will

refer to models generated by the first method as gradient models and models generated

by the latter method as layer models. Gradient models allow velocity profiles to vary

smoothly with depth. Synthetic seismograms generated from velocity profiles found

from gradient models have amplitudes and waveforms which match observed

seismograms better than synthetic seismograms generated from velocity profiles found

from layer models (Spudich and Orcutt, 1980). In terms of velocity gradients, layer 2

is defined as a layer of high gradients (1-2 s1), while layer 3 is characterized by low

velocity gradients (0-0.2 s1). From gradient models it is apparent that finer structure

is present within layer 2, but current seismic methods lack the resolution to resolve this

(Spudich and Orcutt, 1980).

The velocity profiles found for the caldera of Axial Seamount (Fig. 17) were

obtained assuming layers of constant velocity gradients. Figure 18 displays those

gradients for each of the profiles. The average gradient is about 2 s_i for each profile.

Velocity model 2, the preferred model based on synthetics for profile 14-3S, has a

gradient of 1.9 from .33 km depth to 1.36 km (Table 1). Based on these gradients
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and the observed velocities, it is concluded that all five airgun sections sample a

section of layer 2 of the oceanic crust.

Bottom photography of the caldera floor revealed pillow lavas and sheet

flows. No sediments were observed. Layer 1, therefore, is not present in the velocity

profile of Figure 17. Houtz and Ewing (1976) and Houtz (1976) have defined layer

2A as a layer of varying thickness, with an average velocity of 3.3 km/s at the ridge

crest, and layer 2B as a layer with an upper velocity of 4.5 km/s. Most measured

velocities for layer 2B are in the range between 4.8 and 5.6 km/s. Layer 2C has

velocities in the range between 5.8 and 6.5 km/s. Based on the observations of Houtz

and Houtz and Ewing, the velocity profiles in Figure 17 and the upper 1.4 km of

synthetic model 2 represent equivalents of layer 2A and 2B. Layer 2C velocities are

not observed at depths with gradients of about 2 si. Layer 2A and 2B are not

observed as actual layers, because a gradient solution was used. Since no sudden

break in the gradient is observed in the upper 1.4 km of the crust, a gradual transition

from layer 2A to layer 2B rocks is assumed. If this interpretation is correct, and

combining it with knowledge about ophiolites, it means that the upper crust down to a

depth of 1.4 km probably consist of pillow basalts and sheet flows, which are partially

intruded by sheeted dikes at depth. The gradual increase in velocity with depth is most

likely due to a combination of collapse and infiuing of cracks and pore spaces, and the

increased presence of dikes. Below 1.4 km the velocity profiles are poorly

constrained. If synthetic model 2 is correct, a massive unit of sheeted dikes (layer 2C)

does not seem present, and the mixture of pillow basalts, sheet flows and some

sheeted dikes directly change into isotropic gabbros of layer 3. The peirological

interpretation of the velocity profiles below 1.4 km. however, is highly speculative.

The velocity profiles indicate with certainty that no magma chamber is present

to a depth of at least 1.4 km. Based on model 2, no magma chamber is present to a

depth of at least 3.5 km. As noted, however, interpretations to this depth are

uncertain. Below the southern Juan de Fuca ridge Morton (1984) identified a reflector

at 2.5 km depth as the top of a magma chamber. McClain and Lewis (1982)

concluded no magma chamber is present below the northern Juan de Fuca ridge

between 46°N and 47°N. Even though no magma chamber is present below the

caldera of Axial Seaniount to at least 1.4 km, it is possible a chamber is present at a

larger depth or small chambers are present beneath the flanks of Axial Seamount.

The velocities of the upper crust of the caldera floor of Axial Seamount are not



only determined by rock type, but also overburden pressure, temperature, degree of

metamorphism, porosity and crack density. The next section examines porosity and

crack density in more detail.

Porosity and crack density of the upper crust

Shear waves were not observed in any of the record sections obtained in this

experiment It is most probable to observe shear waves in record sections of the

horizontal channel, but even there no S-waves were observed. If shear waves were

present, but the horizontal geophone aligned perpendicular to the direction of ground

motion, the geophone would not measure S-wave motion. For this to have happened

for three instruments seems unlikely however. It is therefore safe to assume shear

waves never emerged from the crust. Possible reasons for this are that shear waves

never formed in the first place, or that they did form but attenuated along their path of

propagation. Rough topography can be responsible for incoherent S-wave arrivals, if

the roughness is on the order of a seismic wavelength (about 200 m) (White and

Stephen, 1980). The caldera floor of Axial Seamount is smooth, however, and this

possibility is excluded as a potential explanation for the absence of shear waves.

Shear waves can form when a compressional wave propagates through an

interface and part of its energy converts into shear wave energy. For a first order

discontinuity, the efficiency of conversion depends on the P and S-wave velocities and

densities in the media above and below the interface. The degree of conversion varies

with angle of incidence (or phase velocity) (White and Stephen, 1980). Tn this

experiment, conversion could have taken place along the water/basement interface.

How closely the water/basement interface resembles a first order discontinuity

is difficult to assess. A velocity transition zone between the bottom of the water

column and the higher velocity rocks below could decrease the efficiency of P to S

conversion, depending on its thickness (White and Stephen, 1980). If such a

transition zone is present here, and how thick it is if it is present can only be guessed.

For simplicity it is therefore assumed that the water/basement interface can be

approximated by a first order discontinuity.

To evaluate the degree of conversion that could take place along the

water/basement interface, transmission coefficients for P to S conversion as a function

of horizontal phase velocity were calculated for two different Poisson's ratios.

Poisson's ratios 0.31 and 0.25 were selected. These ratios form upper and lower
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bounds, respectively, for commonly observed Poisson's ratios for the upper oceanic

crust (Hyndman, 1979). The equations used to calculate the transmission coefficients

are from Aid and Richards (1980). A P-wave velocity of 1.485 km/s in the water

column and 3.05 km/s in the basalt basement was used. The resulting values for

transmission coefficients for P to S conversion versus horizontal phase velocities are

displayed in Figure 28. All coefficients are relative to one unit of displacement. The

portions of the curves between horizontal phase velocities 2 km/s and 3.05 km/s have

imaginary components (not displayed) and represent evanescent waves. Starting at a

horizontal phase velocity of 3.05 km/s the curves represent waves that turn in the

basalt basement.

Based on the curves in Figure 28, it appears about 30% or more of the

P-wave energy converts into S-wave energy for typically observed horizontal phase

velocities (between 3.05 km/s and 5.5 km/s) and the Poisson's ratios used. TI no loss

in energy occurred for the shear waves along their path of travel, and the actual

Poisson's ratio is in the range of ratios used, it would be reasonable to expect to see

shear waves on the record sections. Shear waves, however, are not observed. This

means that either the Poisson's ratio for the upper crust of the caldera is far larger than

0.31 such that only very small amplitude shear waves formed, or energetic shear

waves did form but attenuated along their path of travel.

Both causes for the absence of shear waves point to a common origin: a

highly fractured upper crust in the caldera of Axial Searnount. Poisson's ratio

increases when the crack density of fluid filled, interconnected cracks increases

(Hyndman, 1979). In addition, high crack density in the upper crust of the caldera

will attenuate shear waves by back-scattering them (Wu, 1982). Thus, whatever the

exact reason for failure to observe S-waves, the upper crust of the caldera of Axial

Seamount must be highly fractured.

Some large fractures and fissures are observed at the surface of the caldera

floor (Fig. 4). It is likely additional fracturing is present beneath recent lava flows;

this idea is supported by drain-back features observed by Embley (pers. comm.,

1986). Attenuation patterns of compressional waves may also indicate the presence of

extensive fracturing.

Airgun section 3-3N (Fig. 9) shows that the amplitude of the refracted arrival

drops sharply at a range of about 5.8 km. The same happens for airgun section 20- iN

(Fig. 11) at a range of about 4.5 km. None of the other sections display such a

pattern. The location at which the amplitude drops sharply for these profiles is about
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Figure 28. Transmission coefficients for P to S conversion as a function of horizontal

phase velocity. The coefficients have been calculated for Poisson's ratios

of 0.25 and 0.31 and are relative to unit displacement (Aid and Richards,

1980).



500 meters south of instrument 14. The drop in amplitude can not be source related,

as section 3-3N is the result of airgun line 3, and section 20-iN the result of airgun

line 1. There are several reasons why this drop in amplitude can occur.

Compressional energy can be back-scattered at the entry point into the rock because of

small scale roughness. The amplitudes of the refracted arrivals of section 20-iN and

3-3N remain absent at ranges north of instrument 14, outside the caldera. At these

ranges section 14-3N has very clear refracted arrivals. it is therefore unlikely that the

drop in amplitude for section 20- iN and 3-3N is related to back-scatter of energy upon

entry into the rock. The only other possibility to explain the drop in amplitudes is that

P-wave energy propagating to instruments 20 and 3 from northwest of instrument 14

is attenuated during propagation.

Airgun section 14-3S samples to the same depths and deeper than sections

20-iN and 3-3N. The azimuths of refracted arrivals in section 14-3S, however, are

slightly different from those in sections 20-iN and 3-3N (Fig. 5). No sudden drop in

amplitude of the refracted arrivals is observed in section 14-3S. This means the source

causing the sudden P-wave attenuation of sections 20-iN and 3-3N must lie southwest

of instrument 14. The depth of the attenuation source must be greater than about 1.4

km, because rays emergent at the ranges of sharp amplitude drop in sections 20-iN

and 3-3N turn below this depth. The source of P-wave attenuation may or may not

extend outside the caldera. It is proposed that the attenuation source is a localized

highly fractured area in the northwest corner of the caldera, a small magma body, or a

combination of both. If a small magma body is present, rock surrounding it may be

highly fractured, because of rapid hydrothermal cooling.

The absence of shear waves points to the existence of pervasive cracking of

the upper crust of the caldera, while the P-wave attenuation pattern possibly points to

the existence of an anomalously highly fractured area in the northwest corner of the

caldera below a depth of about 1.4 km. The large concentration of cracks in the upper

crust must be responsible for high porosities. It is difficult to obtain a quantitative

model of porosity versus depth for the upper crust of the caldera of Axial Seamount,

because shear waves were not observed that would have constrained Poisson's ratios

and porosities. A rough estimate of the porosities can be made, however, using the

compressional velocities found for the shallow crust of the caldera.

Whitrnarsh (1978) derived a rough porosity depth function for upper oceanic

crust sections in the North Atlantic of 4 my and 62 my old, only using compressional

velocities as a constraint. He points out a unique solution can not be found for the
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porosity depth function without knowledge of the shear wave velocities. Seismic

velocities depend on the porosity, the shape of the pores and the elastic moduli of the

matrix and the fluids inside the pore spaces. Whitmarsh (1978) reviews numerical

techniques for evaluating porosity, if seismic velocities, pore shapes and elastic moduli

are known. There is not a single technique that appropriately models the oceanic crust

if it has large interconnected cracks.

In this study a simplified crustal model is assumed to calculate minimum

values for the porosities with only compressional velocities as a constraint. It is

assumed the porosity consists of horizontal layers of seawater between layers of

massive basalt. Obviously this situation is not found in reality, but it gives a rough

indication of the minimum porosities possible. if a P-wave velocity of 1.5 km/s is

assumed for the seawater in the pore spaces, and a P-wave velocity of 5.5 km/s for the

layers of massive basalt, a minimum porosity of 30% is calculated at the surface of the

caldera floor, using a surface velocity of 3.05 km/s and normal incidence of the rays.

Velocity model 2 shows an almost linear increase in velocity to 5.5 km/s at 1.36 km

depth. At this depth the porosity must be close to 0%. The minimum porosity,

therefore, gradually decreases from 30% near the surface to close to 0% at about 1.4

km depth. The porosity estimates axe lower values, because of the simple model

assumed; in reality the porosities are almost certainly larger than those calculated.

How much larger is not possible to evaluate without more information. For

comparison, bulk porosities in DSDP hole 504B are about 14% near the surface and

gradually decrease to about 1% at 1.2 km depth (Becker et al., 1982). The bulk

porosities axe calculated from apparent resistivities measured in situ..

Extensive cracking and high porosities throughout the upper crust of the

caldera floor facilitate hydrothermal circulation, and aid the cooling of the heat source

driving the circulation. The absence of a large magma chamber at veiy shallow depth

may be due to the efficiency of cooling that must have gone on for some time (Lister,

1983). The P-wave attenuation source in the northwest corner of the caldera may be a

small magma body that has not entirely cooled yet. Even though the heat source below

the caldera is being cooled, enough heat is still present to drive the hydrothermal

circulation.

Comparison of results with other studies

To determine the significance of the velocity results described in the previous



chapter, it is useful to compare the results with those of refraction studies on

mid-oceanic ridges. Basalts extruded at mid-oceanic ridges are of zero age along the

axis of the ridge and increase in age along the spreading direction of the rift. Young

oceanic crust formed at the ridge axis matures as it ages. Maturation involves thermal

cooling, subsidence (e.g. Parsons and Sciater, 1977), sedimentation, fissure and pore

space closure and chemical alteration of the crust (e.g. Honnorez, 1981). All these

processes effect the velocity structure of the crust. The oceanic crust of the caldera

floor of Axial Seamount is presently being formed and thus of a very young age.

Consequently, its velocity structure will only be compared with that of oceanic crust in

areas of comparible age.

Refraction results of three mid-oceanic ridges were selected. Those were the

Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR), the East Pacific Rise (EPR), and the Juan de Fuca Ridge

(JFR). The MAR is a slow spreading ridge, with an average half spreading rate of

about 2 cm/yr (Purdy and Detrick, 1986), the EPR a fast spreading ridge, with half

spreading rates up to 6 cm/yr (Lewis, 1978), and the JFR an intermediate spreading

ridge with an average half spreading rate of about 3 cm/yr (Riddihough, 1977).

Spreading centers typically are very difficult environments to obtain high quality

seismic refraction experiments. Topography tends to be rough, complicating

interpretation of record sections, and the water is deep, masking arrivals of refractions

at short ranges. As a result, the velocity structure of the upper 0.5 to 1.5 km of

oceanic crust along a spreading center can usually not be found directly and has to be

estimated. In this study, however, topography is smooth and the water relatively

shallow, allowing the velocity structure of the upper crust to be found directly. When

comparing the results of this study and those along spreading centers the difference in

modeling of the upper crust has to kept in mind.

The EPR has been studied extensively in the ROSE area (Ewing and Meyer,

1982) between 1l°N and 13°N. Velocity depth functions resulting from studies in

this area by Bratt and Solomon (1984), Bratt and Purdy (1984), Ewing and Purdy

(1982), Gettrust et al. (1982), and Purdy (1982b) have been assembled. None of the

mentioned studies observed evidence for the existence of a magma chamber. A

velocity depth curve, representing the average of all these studies, has been generated

and is displayed in Figure 29. A study of refraction lines at the EPR near 12°50' N by

McClain et al. (1985) indicates the existence of a magma chamber here. This

observation contradicts the results of the ROSE experiment, and it was decided to omit
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the results of McClain et al. from the compilation of velocity profiles.

The average velocity profile for the JFR displayed in Figure 29 is the result of

one study in the southern Juan de Fuca median valley (Bibee, 1986). Two velocity

profiles were obtained in this study, and the displayed profile represents an average of

the two. Davis et al. (1976) conducted a seismic refraction experiment near the median

valley of the northern JFR, but found it difficult to obtain reliable results, because of

extreme sediment thickness in the area. The study by Bibee, however, was caned out

in an area without sediment cover, yielding good results. Consequently, the results of

Bibee were used as an average representation of the structure of young JFR crust.

White (1984) compiled all seismic refraction results in the north Atlantic

which axe constrained by synthetic seismograms. Four studies report velocity profiles

for oceanic crust ranging from 0 to 3 my in age. Those are studies of the Reykjanes

Ridge (RR) at 59°30' (Bunch and Kennett, 1980) and the MAR crest at 37°N

(Fowler, 1976) and 45°N (Fowler and Keen, 1979; Fowler, 1978). The RR will be

considered part of the MAR, because their spreading rates are nearly identical. All

these studies find velocity profiles in terms of constant velocity layers. Recently,

Purdy and Detrick (1986) reported the results of a refraction experiment in the median

valley of the MAR at 23°N. The northern part of their experiment intersects the Kane

Fracture Zone, and anomalous crust is observed in this region. Another section of

anomalous crust is observed where a magma injection center is believed to be present.

Their velocity profile for what is believed to be normal oceanic crust has been

superimposed on the compilation by White (1984) of velocity profiles for crust with

ages between 0 and 3 my. The profile of Purdy and Detrick (1986) appears to be a

good representation of the results of the named four studies, and has consequently

been used for comparison in Figure 29.

The velocity depth functions axe estimated to a depth of about 400 meters for

the EPR and JFR, and to 1 km for the MAR. If the surface velocity in the estimation

is chosen correctly, and the velocity gradient down to the unknown depth is indeed

linear as assumed, the estimated profiles should resemble the true one very closely.

Results from this study indicate it is appropriate to assume a linear increase of velocity

with depth in the upper crust. Even though the velocity profiles of the EPR, JFR and

MAR have estimated upper velocity structures, it is assumed these resemble the true

structure very closely.
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The shaded area in Figure 29 encompasses all five velocity depth functions

generated by the tau-zeta inversion. The dotted line is the velocity profile of model 2,

the best fitting model generated from synthetics for airgun section 14-3S. As

mentioned in the previous chapter, a smooth velocity profile without a bend is

preferred for the caldera of Axial Seamount, and synthetic model 2 is thought to

represent a lower bound for the velocities of the caldera floor. Inspecting Figure 29, it

is apparent that the velocity profile for the caldera of Axial Seamount resembles that of

MAR crust more closely than of EPR or JFR crust.

Shor et al. (1970) and Cann (1974) have suggested that slow spreading

centers generate a thick layer 2, and fast spreading centers a thin layer 2. While this

may be true for very young crust, this spreading rate dependence is no longer

observed for crust between 10 and 80 my age (Goslin et al., 1972). Kong et al.

(1985) have shown the same to be true for 110 my old crust. The idea of an inverse

relationship between spreading rate and layer 2 thickness for young oceanic crust can

not be proven or disproven with certainty, because high resolution, good quality data

over young oceanic crust is scarce, even today.

The velocity profile for the caldera floor of Axial Seamount resembles that of

the MAR most closely. If Shor et al. (1970) and Cann (1974) are correct, this could

mean that the caldera floor consists of a thick section of layer 2 rocks, more

reminiscent of a slow spreading ridge than the medium spreading ridge Axial

Seainount is located on. If, however, the low velocities of the caklera floor are mostly

related to a high crack density this interpretation would be incorrect. Low velocities of

the upper crust of the caldera of Axial Seamount can be due to a thick section pillow

basalts and sheet flows, a high fracture density, or a combination of both.

A rift zone enters the caldera of Axial Seamount from the north, which

becomes diffuse in the caldera itself. Another rift zone enters the caldera from the

south and becomes diffuse inside the caldera also. Hammond (pers. comm., 1986)

has proposed both rift zones might be sections of overlapping spreading centers,

which overlap inside the caldera. The unusual rectangular shape of the caldera might

be controlled by the overlapping spreading centers. When spreading centers overlap,

stresses are generated in the area of overlap that can possibly result in cracking of the

crust (Macdonald et al., 1984). If the caldera of Axial Seamount is indeed the site of

overlapping spreading centers, a high crack density of the upper crust could be

explained by stresses generated by the overlapping spreading centers.
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CONCLUSIONS

The caldera floor of Axial Seamount is unsedimented and has an average

surface velocity of 3.05 km/s. Five velocity profiles found using the tau-zeta

inversion technique (Dorman and Jacobson, 1981) sample to a depth of about 1.1 km

and span an interval of velocities in which the true velocity profile for the upper crust

must lie. WKBJ and reflectivity synthetics for one of the airgun sections show that the

velocity of the upper crust of the caldera increases almost linearly to a depth of about

1.4 km, at which depth the gradient appears to decrease. Below 1.4 km, however, the

synthetics become poorly constrained. The velocity model derived from synthetics

(model 2) forms the lower bound for the true velocity profile of the caldera floor. No

obvious lateral heterogeneity in velocity is observed along the length of the caldera.

The velocity profiles for the upper crust of the caldera resemble those of

young Mid-Atlantic Ridge crust more closely than those of young East Pacific Rise or

Juan de Fuca Ridge crust. This could mean that the upper crust of the caldera consists

of a thick section of layer 2 rocks (Shor et al., 1970; Cann, 1974), in this case pillow

basalts and sheet flows. Most probably, however, the low velocities in the upper crust

are caused by a combination of a thick section of pillow basalts and sheet flows, and a

high fracture density. At depth some sheeted dikes may start to intrude. No evidence

for a large magma chamber is observed to a depth of 1.4 km.

Evidence for a high fracture density in the upper crust of the caldera comes

from the absence of shear waves. Some fractures are observed on the surface of the

caldera floor, but many others are probably present below more recent lava flows.

Hammond (pers. comm., 1986) has proposed the caldera of Axial Seamount is the site

of two overlapping spreading centers. Tensions generated by the overlapping

spreading centers in the area of overlap could be responsible for the high fracture

density (Macdonald et al., 1984). An area of particular high fracture density might be

present in the northwest corner of the caldera below a depth of 1.4 1cm; alternatively

this area could be a small magma body also. These interpretations are based on the

attenuation patterns observed for the refracted P arrivals in the record sections.

Minimum values for porosities of the caldera crust are estimated to gradually decrease

from 30% near the caldera floor surface to close to 0% at 1.4 km depth.

To map the lateral variability of velocities and crack densities of the upper

crust of the caldera a dense grid of refraction lines needs to be shot across the caldera.

The shallow crustal strucure could then be mapped in three dimensions. Longer
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seismic refraction lines are needed that extend across the flanks of Axial Seamount.

Long lines can sample to depths where a large magma chamber might be present, such

that its existence can be proven or disproven. Long refraction lines across the flanks,

however, would never obtain the high resolution velocity depth functions obtained in

this study, because the water depth would be larger and the topography rougher.
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